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Arrays of ferromagnetic patterned nanostructures with single particle lateral dimensions between 160 nm and 400 nm were created by electron-beam lithography. The fourfold particles with rectangular-shaped walls around a square open area were produced from permalloy. Their magnetic properties were measured using the longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr effect. The article reports about the angle-dependent coercive fields and the influence of the e-beam radiation dose on sample shapes. It is shown that a broad range of radiation dose intensities enables reliable creation of nanostructures with parameters relevant for the desired magnetization reversal scenario. The experimental results are finally compared with micromagnetic simulations to explain the findings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured magnetic particles belong to the important topics of recent research due to their possible application in magneto-electronic devices. In low-dimensional magnetic structures, the shape anisotropy significantly competes with magneto-crystalline and magneto-elastic anisotropies. Such structures allow for tailoring anisotropies and other magnetic properties by proper design of magnetic particles.1 It also enables creation of exotic magnetic states. These effects were tested in research laboratories over the last few years. For example, round disks or dots show vortex states2–4 which were used to define magnetic states due to the vortex core direction. Flux-closed vortex states, occurring in rings with the core region excluded, had strongly reduced stray fields, which evokes interest for data storage devices.5,6 In large rectangular permalloy (Py) rings of 1 μm × 1.5 μm (Ref. 7) or 0.7 μm × 1.15 μm,8 respectively, stable onion states were found; in the case of a ring array structure, the transition between onion and vortex states is influenced by the packing density of the rings. Similar collective effects were observed in closely packed square Py lattices and six fold iron lattices,9,10 where horseshoe and vortex states were attributed to sublattices with parallel or anti-parallel magnetic order. More magnetic states were reported for deformed cobalt ellipses of 660 nm × 880 nm,11 and for permalloy square rings,12 where onion, horseshoe, vortex, and domain wall states were observed. Among other shapes rectangles and triangles,13 wires,1415 and tubes15 as well as less geometric 2D forms were examined. 3D forms, such as cylinders16 or thin bowls grown with diameters of 20 nm to 1000 nm on self-organizing non-magnetic half-spheres, also showed new interesting behavior with mixed in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization components, the latter being more pronounced for smaller half spheres.17–19

In a recent theoretical work by the authors,20 it was shown that square nanowire systems can lead to stable intermediate states at remanence, which have been also reported for exchange bias systems,21 enabling the use of such systems as quaternary memory cell (i.e., 2 bits per storage position). Further simulations have shown that the magnetic properties and magnetization dynamics of such nanostructured systems strongly depend on the lateral dimensions of the system as well as on the wire diameters.22

This article aims at investigating the influence of the lateral dimensions, tailored by e-beam lithography, of a real fourfold magnetic structures made with lateral dimensions between 160 nm and 400 nm. The shape of the samples presented can be classified between magnetic rings with their vortices and fourfold wire systems with the possibility of a stable intermediate state for a zero-valued externally applied magnetic field. Such a state is of large interest for possible applications in magnetic memories since it enables the creation of two-bit-per-storage-place media, using four instead of two stable states, resulting in doubling the possible data density in bit-patterned media.20 Importantly, the influence of the wall diameter was tested by structuring samples with different electron-beam radiation doses, resulting in a variety of wall widths. In Secs. II and III, we present the lithographically obtained sample shapes as well as hysteresis loops measured by the longitudinal Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE). Discussion of experimental results is supported by micromagnetic simulations. Finally, conclusions are provided.
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II. TECHNOLOGY AND MATERIALS

The samples are prepared by a lift-off process in the Karlsruhe Nano Micro Facility (KNMF). For this, a 4 in. silicon (100) wafer was spin-coated with a double layer resist of PMMA600k and PMMA950k on top. The pattern was exposed by the E-beam tool VB6UHR-EWF (Raith) with 100 keV energy. In order to tailor sample dimensions, the exposure dose was adjusted in steps of 40 $\mu$C/cm$^2$, starting from 500 $\mu$C/cm$^2$ up to 700 $\mu$C/cm$^2$, using also the Proximity Effect Correction (PEC) procedure. A spraying tool with a solution of MIBK:IPA (1:3) was used as a developing tool. Finally, the substrates were metalized with 5 nm titan layer as an adhesion promoter, followed by a 15 nm permalloy layer and a 1–2 nm titan cap layer. In the last step, the resist was stripped.

The sample shape was defined as a set of squares with sizes between 160 nm and 400 nm (Fig. 1). The distances between the single magnetic particles were identical to their sizes, and they were oriented in square matrices of dimension 400 $\mu$m x 400 $\mu$m. The width of the wall width was tailored by the applied radiation dose, with the nominal value equal to $1/4$ of the wall length (Fig. 2).

In order to identify the resultant magnetic behavior, the in-plane angle-dependent coercive-fields were measured by the longitudinal MOKE. The samples were rotated with respect to the external magnetic field with an angular accuracy of $\pm 0.5^\circ$. Signals were detected using the photodiode-bridge technique, allowing for exact measurements of longitudinal magnetization components. The magnetic field was swept between $\pm 55$ mT to reach saturated magnetization states.

Fig. 3 shows the results for samples of 400 nm size influenced by radiation doses of 500 $\mu$C/cm$^2$–700 $\mu$C/cm$^2$. For these sample, three “regimes” can be recognized: the middle range (580 $\mu$C/cm$^2$–660 $\mu$C/cm$^2$) leading to characteristic angular-dependencies of the coercivity with maximum around 45$^\circ$; next, the lower range of radiation doses ($\leq 540$ $\mu$C/cm$^2$), causing a broadening of the angular dependency, and finally leading to splitting of coercivity maximum for the 500 $\mu$C/cm$^2$ dose. At last, for the high radiation dose regime (700 $\mu$C/cm$^2$), the angular region between 35$^\circ$ and 55$^\circ$ shows a completely different magnetization reversal process, depicted by the rapid jumps in the angular-dependent curve at 30$^\circ$. This change in the magnetic behavior can be attributed to a specific magnetization reversal mechanism in the samples with the modified shape.

Fig. 4 provides a comparison of samples with three different sizes (160 nm, 200 nm, and 400 nm), each structured with a middle radiation dose of 580 $\mu$C/cm$^2$. The coercivities become smaller for larger samples, which correspond to the fact that the shape anisotropy, blocking magnetization reversal processes in smaller particles, has less influence in the larger
samples, allowing for easier magnetization reversal. A splitting of the maximum around 45° for smaller samples is again visible.

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In order to understand experimental results, the SEM pictures were adopted in tetrahedral finite elements (FE) mesh models, to simulate narrower and wider walls of samples. The models were simulated by the Parallel Finite Element Micromagnetics Package (MAGPAR),24 a micromagnetic solver based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation of motion using a Krylov subspace method, utilizing Adams-Moulton or BDF (backward differentiation formula) for non-stiff or stiff problems, respectively. In simulations, we employed the exchange constant $A$ equal to $1.3 \times 10^{-11}$ J/m, the magnetic polarization at saturation $J_s$ equal to 1 T, and the phenomenological Gilbert damping constant $\alpha$ equal to 0.01. The used mesh size of 3 nm was comparable with the exchange length of permalloy (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)) and the maximum spin angle is below 0.5 rad.

Fig. 5(c) shows the respective results. For the sample with the non-regular walls, equivalent to the 400 nm (500 $\mu$C/cm$^2$) case, the angle dependence of the simulated coercivity fits nearly perfectly with the measured behavior depicted in Fig. 3. For the sample with more regular walls, the simulation is nearly identical to the middle-regime range measurements.

A detailed look into the simulated hysteresis curve can help to understand the experimental angular-dependent behavior of hysteresis loops. In the simulation of the non-regular system, magnetization reversal at a sample orientation at 45° occurs by a flux-closed vortex state which is reached through chaotic, asymmetric domain wall processes. These are combinations of typical magnetization vortex-based reversal processes taking place in nano-rings and domain wall evolutions typical for nano-wires. In other words,
this combined state can be interpreted as a deformed vortex. For a comprehensive review of these states see Refs. 20 and 22, while a comparative analysis between deformed and non-deformed samples is performed in Ref. 25.

In the more regular wall system, magnetization reversal happens principally in the same way; however, the vortex is significantly more stable and uniform for a relatively broad range of field intensities—while the vortex occurs only in a relatively smaller field range for the non-regular wall sample. This difference is seen as extended curve with steps on both sides of the hysteresis loop, related to the more stable vortices (Fig. 5(d)). In realistic systems, this leads to a significantly more stable and uniform for a relatively broad range of field intensities—while the vortex occurs only in a relatively smaller field range for the non-regular wall sample. This difference is seen as extended curve with steps on both sides of the hysteresis loop, related to the more stable vortices (Fig. 5(d)). In realistic systems, this leads to a reduced coercivity (see 540–600 μC/cm² cases in Fig. 3); however, for very strong radiation doses, it can lead to a significantly enhanced coercivity (comp. the 700 μC/cm² case in Fig. 3), depending on the exact magnetization value where the “step” starts (i.e., the “height” of the step), since experiments will detect either the “inner” or the “outer” slope of the hysteresis loop as coercive field. Importantly, from an applied point of view, this finding shows that a proper use of radiation doses leads to samples with desired magnetization reversal scenario.

An additional interesting factor, worth to be considered from a sample shape-regularity perspective, is the quality of wall connections at corners. To test this issue, we have performed micromagnetic simulations of similar wire systems with the wires being connected differently at the corners (Fig. 6). While for a complete crossover of the wires (black squares, upper left inset), only one extended maximum around 45° is visible in the simulation, decreasing the connections by more than 5 nm leads to a splitting of this maximum. This change of the connection character confirms the role of the wire-based processes which can decouple for reduced corners uniformity. Moreover, in the nearly connected sample (the 10 nm case in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)) domain walls nucleate and propagate independently in the four wires, while in the sample with completely immersing wires (the 0 nm case in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)), the magnetization reversal processes evolve through all-encompassing domain patterns seen as a single maximum in the angular-dependent coercivity. Similarly, thinner nanostructured system, obtained for smaller e-beam doses, with accordingly decreased crossing at corners, reveal a characteristic splitting of the coercivity field maximum around 45°.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown experimentally the quantitative and qualitative changes in the angular-dependence of the coercive fields of square nanostructures with different lateral dimensions modified by e-beam lithography doses. Associated effects resulting from the wall widths and quality of corner regions can influence the magnetization reversal processes, hysteretic behavior, and coercive fields. This result enables tailoring the desired magnetic properties of patterned nanostructures by lithography with high reliability.